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As an investigative Science and Technology journalist researching and reporting on
matters of ethics in science and technology today, I would like to state unequivocally that the
statements made by Dr. Cynthia Low and US Attorneys Billy J. Williams and Joseph H. Huynh
in suggesting that Todd Giffen is delusional, schizophrenic, psychotic, and mentally
incompetent are categorically false, questionable, adversarial, discriminatory, and persecutory.
Not merely does Todd Giffen have no history whatsoever of schizophrenia, his reports and
claims of being a victim of non-consensual neuro experimentation under covered Government
projects are in no way delusional but highly plausible and a matter of great concern to all
humane, ethical, concerned citizens and human rights advocates in Oregon, USA, and the
world over: what he is reporting is nothing less than profound Crimes Against Humanity.
Military scientists, leading neuroethicists, neuroscientists, medical officers, journalists, and
Intelligence agency whistleblowers from the CIA, FBI, NSA, and DOD confirm the truth and
accuracy of his reportage. Further, case law and published affidavits exist to prove that several
non-consensual implantation and neuroexperimentation victims have taken the US Government
to court and obtained settlements. Todd Giffen's mental competency should not be called into
question by his reportage or mention of these existent neurotechnologies and secretive
government testing programs, knowledge of which indicates cogency and depth of scholarship,
not schizophrenia.
PROOF POSITIVE OF SECRETIVE NON-CONSENSUAL GOVERNMENTAL
EXPERIMENTATION ONGOING IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
NOT A CONSPIRACY THEORY
1. Amy Gutmann, President, University of Pennsylvania, Chair, Presidential Bioethics
Commission, 2011, has published her awareness of Undisclosed Classified NonConsensual Experimentation
Leading bioethicists in the USA have stated that unethical government research is
being federally funded, that covered, undisclosed classified experimentation is
indeed going on inside the United States, and that they are not being given full
disclosive information on human subject experimentation from the CIA and the US
Government.
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In President Obama's Presidential Bioethics Commission’s report released on December
15, 2011, Amy Gutmann, Chair concluded that although the 55,000 research projects
(involving human subjects) they knew of needed to be archived and databased, they 1)
“cannot say that all federally funded research provides optimal protections against
avoidable harms and unethical treatment,” 2) the Commission did not know about the
scope and depth of classified research involving human subjects since covered agencies
had not provided data, and 3) stated that she had learned the CIA was most definitely
conducting research on humans within the United States, on which they were refusing to
provide details.
“For example, the CIA did not submit project-level data to the RPD (Research
Projects Database) because “the application by the C.I.A. of certain research
results may implicate intelligence sources and methods, and thus cannot be
discussed in the public domain.” Letter from V. Sue Bromley, Associate Deputy
Director, Central Intelligence Agency to Amy Gutmann, Ph.D., Chair, Presidential
Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues. (November 15, 2011). The CIA
confirmed that all CIA-sponsored human subjects research is conducted in the
United States – not abroad.”
Footnoted in the updated 2012 version of the 2011 report MORAL SCIENCE/Protecting
Participants in Human Subjects Research, Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical
Issues; Discussed further here: No Waivers of Informed Consent, PERIOD: The Public Reports
Ongoing Non-Consensual Experimentation and Demands the Common Rule Protect Citizens,
Not Covert Activities/
https://everydayconcerned.net/2016/07/17/no-waivers-of-informed-consent-period-the-publicreports-ongoing-non-consensual-experimentation-and-demands-the-common-rule-protectcitizens-not-covert-activities/

2. James Giordiano, Military Neuroscientist, Head of European Union Human Brain
Project, Professor of Integrative Physiology in the Department of Biochemistry,
and Chief of the Neuroethics Studies Program in the Center for Clinical Bioethics,
at Georgetown University, has stated that Military Neuroexperimentation is
currently ongoing in the United States, that the brains of select targeted individuals
are being studied, and that morbidity and mortality—which human rights advocates
would term Crimes Against Humanity—attend the process.
Note also that Dr. Giordiano has published video lectures revealing that he is working
both with the Department of Defense and the Department of Justice in
Neuroexperimentation projects which include Neuro Modification, Neuro Surveillance,
and Neuro Monitoring.
“The brain is the next battlespace…. We are targeting the brain…. Like (in) any
race, the morbidity and mortality, going at this speed, with this level of integrity
and this level of momentum, is real. We are tracking neurological or brain
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signatures of key targeted individuals that are thought to represent whole
groups....I can utilize neuro-pharmacologics and various forms of brain
stimulation to extract information from key intelligence targets....TITAN (TieredIntegrated Tracking and Access Networks) utilizes biologically-implantable chips to
track key individuals and provide information about the way brains work to create
narratives and behaviors...we are moving into the operational space. i.e., it is being
used....High-output sensory stimulators (can be administered by UAVs (unmanned
aerial vehicles), drones, or insect borne, or by large vehicles; cars, or tanks). These
use sensory mobilizing agents that use high electromagnetic pulse energy that may
also use high levels of sound and light energy and they disrupt neuro sensory
functions. These are being used.”
--Dr. James Giordiano, from Dr. Eric Karlstrom's article, “Appendix 58: Dr. James Giordano
(2017)-Weaponized Brain Science and Technology: Battlespace/ Organized Stalking
Applications of Neuroweapons (youtube, pdf, and my notes)” --https://911nwo.com/?p=6464

3. C. Forrest Faison III, the US Navy Surgeon-General has stated (Feb 6, 2019)
through a spokesperson at an Emerging Biodefense Conference that Neuro
Cognitive Weapons have been developed and pose an emerging technological threat to
American soldiers – suggesting both the fact of such weapons in the “emerging
operational battlespace” (implying that such neuroweapons are already being developed
by the US as well), and the need for military health care to address their effects.
"The Navy Surgeon General's office has done some stellar work in identifying non-kinetic
threats that are part of the emerging operational battlespace. And they identify that one of
the most threatening of these new non-kinetic threats is Neuro Cognitive Weapons, which is
essentially a means, a technology that can induce advanced Alzheimer's symptoms in a
matter of days in our troops. And there is no, to the best of my knowledge, there is no
ongoing research within the military health system to advise physicians and to identify and
treat this health effect.”
--Debra D. Schnelle retired US Army Officer, medical planner to members of Congress at a Blue
Ribbon Study Panel on BioDefense, Feb 2019/Public Disclosure on Neuro Weapons & Neuro
Technologies In Use Today/https://everydayconcerned.net/about/ramola-dreports/todays-scienceand-technology/public-disclosure-on-neuro-weapons-and-neuro-technologies-in-use-today/

4. Robert Duncan, Harvard PhD, DOD/CIA scientist with background in
Cybernetics, Artificial Intelligence, Neuroscience has stated that unethical
neuroexperimentation projects involving Brain Computer Interface technologies,
Neuro Hacking, EEG Heterodyning, Synthetic Telepathy, and Neuro Programming
are indeed being run, that these are compartmentalized black projects, and that he was
personally responsible for helping develop some of these invasive, intrusive, and
destructive neurotechnologies.
Dr. Duncan also testifies to the secrecy of field weapons testing in the USA of Electronic
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Warfare “non-lethal” weaponry also referred to as anti-personnel Directed Energy
Weapons—which are publicly being contracted by the US Air Force, US Marine Corps,
US Navy, and US Department of Defense to Defense companies for weapons-testing,
while information on field testing is being concealed under classified covers and
redacted on FOIA requests for information.
“I ignorantly participated in building cogs for the subsystems of the
machine, like the Jews who dug their own graves in the Nazi Holocaust...But I assure
you that I am not alone. Indeed, most scientists and engineers working on DoD projects
have no idea how the pieces ultimately fit together and how the system as a whole will
be misused...
“Colonels involved with the EEG heterodyning weapon claim they have demonstrated
its lethality many times. I have since identified many people they have killed in this
way.”
--Dr. Robert Duncan, The Matrix Deciphered
“There are

so many brave men and women serving in the armed forces who fight and
protect us for the American values they believe in. But because of the silos of
information called compartmentalization in the security agencies and the lack of
accountability and oversight of black operations and some top secret projects, diabolical
elements become rogue or worse destroying the very country they are tasked with
protecting turning it into a hypocrisy rather than a democracy....
This has been my project for about two years, investigating government corruption,
incompetence, and cover-up upon which I accidentally stumbled one day while looking
at a reverse MRI scheme to inject electromagnetic signals into the brain for virtual
reality applications. I have interviewed over two hundred people and worked on the
highest level of military projects for the U.S., NATO, and U.K. and have given
videotaped testimony to senators and representatives on this topic resulting in lip service
since they have no real power to enforce. Two high level FBI agents and a couple CIA
agents have come forward to validate the existence of a MKULTRA like project that
continues to grab random people for mind control experimentation. Two of these have
since become part of the program and endure daily psychotronic tortures. All the torture
can be done using directed energy psychotronic weapons.”
--Dr. Robert Duncan, The Matrix Deciphered, pp 10

“There are many stake holders. A weapon more powerful than the atomic bomb for
influencing populations is quite sought after by many countries. It is another arms race.
When weapons are “field tested” they need to be very secretive. The database for the
probability matrices of the efficacy on each culture and language needs to be done for
improvements, development, and evolution of the AI system.”
--Dr. Robert Duncan/Robert Duncan, Regarding 6/10 NYT Article on Gang-Stalking &
Targeted Individuals: “When Weapons Are “Field Tested” They Need To Be Very
Secretive”/https://everydayconcerned.net/2016/06/11/robert-duncan-regarding-610-nytarticle-on-gang-stalking-targeted-individuals-when-weapons-are-field-tested-they-needto-be-very-secretive/
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5. Representative Jim Guest (R, Missouri) revealed to the nation in 2007 that nonconsensual RFID implantation and tracking of Americans with Verichips was
ongoing, and had been ongoing for decades before Verichip was manufactured. He
also revealed knowledge and awareness of electronic weapons torture and organized
stalking and harassment run on Americans and asked members of the Legislature to
assist in ending these abuses.
“I am asking you to play a role in helping these victims and also stopping the massive
movement in the use of Verichip and RFID technologies in tracking Americans.
Long before Verichip was known we were testing these devices on Americans, many
without their knowledge or consent. With the new revelations of the cancer risk besides
the privacy and human (rights/health) problems with the use of Verichip and RF signals,
I am asking for your help in stopping these abuses and aiding those already affected.”
–Representative Jim Guest's letter to Members of the Legislature, October 10, 2007. His letter is
posted at:https://everydayconcerned.net/ti-station/representative-jim-guests-letter/

6. Lynn Surgalla, Vice-President of the US Psychotronics Association informed
Congress in 2005 that the testing of Non-Lethal Weapons on Americans and
citizens worldwide was illegal and unethical, and that there was no such thing as a
non-lethal weapon, they were all illegal and criminal weapons of torture and lethal at
certain doses and intensities; she also advised that Remote Neural Monitoring was one
form of psychotronic weaponry which was being used to terrorize populations.
“As Former Vice-President of the United States Psychotronics Association, I assure the
Congress that the illegal testing, development and use of Psychotronic, Microwave,
Laser and other forms of Electromagnetic Directed Energy Weaponry is a matter of
grave concern to both the US and International Communities. These weapons are ALL
potentially LETHAL, although sublethal injuries may also be inflicted as with the use of
any other lethal weapon such as a gun, knife or chemical poison. Assault and Battery
and/or torture/murder with any form of Directed Energy Weapon IS Assault and Battery
and/or torture/murder with a LETHAL WEAPON. Despite claims to the contrary by
criminal elements in our own government, there is NO SUCH THING as a
NONLETHAL WEAPON (even those currently in vogue for “Slow Kill” tortureinterrogation by war criminals worldwide).”
--Dr. Lynn Surgalla, Letter to Congress, 2005, for use also in court

“COMPUTERIZED TELEMETRIC REMOTE BRAIN MONITORING (Remote
Neural Monitoring RMN) is ONE form of PSYCHOTRONIC WEAPONRY (similar to
a cell-phone network which DIRECTLY ATTACKS THE BRAINS & BODY ORGANS
OF THE UNSUSPECTING PUBLIC with a COMPUTER-MULTIPLEXED
“SYNTHETIC (artificial) TELEPATHY” NETWORK).”
--Dr. Lynn Surgalla, Email sent 29 October 2008 to the Department of Justice, titled
“SUBPOENA ALL GOVERNMENT & MILITARY DOCUMENTS CURRENTLY
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AVAILABLE WORLDWIDE in order to PROCEED WITH WARCRIMES PROSECUTION
(RE: TI books)

7. Senator John Glenn revealed in 1997 with his sponsorship of the Human Subject
Research Protections Act, Bill no. 193 (which regrettably was never passed) that
non-consensual human experimentation was ongoing in the United States:
“The first principle of the Nuremberg Code states that the voluntary consent of the
human subject of research is absolutely essential. Unfortunately, as we look back
through our history since the late 1940's, it appears that researchers in America may not
have taken all that Nuremberg lesson completely to heart.
I ask my colleagues what the following names might have in common: thalidomide,
Tuskegee, and Willowbrook?
Well, the answer is that these are all sad examples of unethical research conducted in the
United States, and in the United States well after the Nuremberg Code was issued,
adopted and worldwide attention had been focused on some of the abuses of that time
during World War II.
Given this history, I find it astounding that even after Nuremberg, the thalidomide
babies, Willowbrook, Tuskegee and the cold war radiation experiments, and who knows
how many other cases, we still don't have a law on our books requiring that informed
consent--those two words, `informed consent'--be obtained prior to conducting research
on human subjects.”
--Senator John Glenn's statement to Congress in 1997
http://web.archive.org/web/20050213152224/http://www.cs.virginia.edu/~alb/glennIntro.
html

8. Senator Dennis Kucinich (Ohio) sought to introduce the Space Preservation Act
in 2001, also never passed, via H. R. 2977, which clearly indicates that biologicallyaffecting energy weapons were being used on populations, which needed to be
banned. The weapons this Act sought to ban were defined as:
“(III) directing a source of energy (including molecular or atomic energy, subatomic
particle beams, electromagnetic radiation, plasma, or extremely low frequency (ELF) or
ultralow frequency (ULF) energy radiation) against that object; or (IV) any other
unacknowledged or as yet undeveloped means.
(11) Inflicting death or injury on, or damaging or destroying, a person (or the biological
life, bodily health, mental health, or physical and economic well-being of a person)
-- (I) through the use of any of the means described in clause (i)or subparagraph (B);
--(II) through the use of land-based, sea-based, or space-based systems using radiation,
electromagnetic, psychotronic, sonic, laser, or other energies directed at individual
persons or targeted populations for the purpose of information war, mood management,
or mind control of such persons or populations.”
--The Space Preservation Act/
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https://everydayconcerned.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/usa-space-preservation-act2001.pdf

9. Police Chief Michael Basgall in Clovis, California examined in 2013 the question of
psychotronic neuroweapons including Voice to Skull technology as a future tool for use by
PDs and concluded they had “the potential to be a great tool for law enforcement” but
would “require complete public support” since “the public may be strongly adverse to its
use by law enforcement due to its extremely intrusive nature.”
--What Impact Will Psychotronic Weapons Have on Crisis Negotiation Teams by the year
2020?/by Michael Basgall, Clovis Police Department/April 2013
https://everydayconcerned.files.wordpress.com/2019/03/what-impact-will-psychotronicweapons-have-on-crisis-negotiation-teams-52-basgall.pdf

DOCUMENTS TESTIFYING TO USE OF HUMAN SUBJECTS FOR TESTING OF
NON-LETHAL WEAPONS, BIOWEAPONS, AND NEUROWEAPONS
Numerous declassified documents and reports testify to the use of human subjects by
military and Intelligence agencies for human effects testing and bio-behavioral research,
and to the Government's interest in using technology for behavior control of populations
including:
·The US Department of Defense's declassified document, Bioeffects of Selected
Non-Lethal Weapons/
https://everydayconcerned.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/bioeffects_of_selected_n
on-lethal_weapons.pdf made available on FOIA request in 2006 to Donald
Friedman as well as to Dr. Millicent Black;
·2002 US Air Force Research Laboratory report Biological Effects of Directed Energy/
https://everydayconcerned.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/ada408809-1.pdf, summarizing
findings from a contract with Veridian Engineering;
· The USAF Radio Frequency Radio Dosimetry Handbook/
https://everydayconcerned.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/18j_2009_u-s_air_force_directed_energy_bioeffects_divsion_radio_frequency_radiation_branc
h_handbook_5th_editor_july_2009.pdf which spells out the known dosages of
radiation and frequencies which affect different body parts, in projects the US like
Russia has been working on for decades, since the 1950s;
·The 1994 DOD/DOJ Memorandum of Understanding signed by Attorney General Janet
Reno and Secretary of Defense John Deutch on the joint development and planned testing
of non-lethal weapons and undisclosed, classified “advanced technologies” which from all
research points to possible “psycho-corrective” or “behavior modification” neuromodification weapons on Americans./https://everydayconcerned.files. wordpress.com/
2019/03/foia_request_18-00129_-_mou.pdf
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CASES INVOLVING AMERICAN CITIZENS SUING THE US GOVERNMENT FOR
NON-CONSENSUAL IMPLANTATION AND EXPERIMENTATION
Over the past few decades, numerous US citizens have undergone radiological scans,
toxicological analyses, SCADA analysis and proved the presence of non-consensual RF
implants and Wireless Body Area Networks in their bodies, found to be FCC-licensed to
Universities, military bases, and private corporations, clear evidence of their bodies
being non-consensually used in experimentation without Informed Consent. Some have
had implants surgically removed and sued the US government, including:
 Richard Cain vs Barack Obama, Department of Defense, CIA, Space and
Naval Warfare Systems Command (SPAWAR) et al., Civil Action CV14-05375,
Filed in the US District Court of California, July 23, 2014; The Richard Cain
lawsuit is here: https://everydayconcerned.files.wordpress.com/2019/03/cain-v.department-of-defense-et-al.pdf
 David A. Larson And Brandi Lynn Baker Vs. Central Intelligence Agency,
Leon Panetta, in his individual capacity as Director, CIA, Eric H. Holder, Jr.,
Attorney General, Alberto F. Gonzales, Stephen Kappes, Joseph H. Schulman,
San Bernardino County Sheriff Department, Bureau Of Prisons, Alfred Mann
Foundation and George H.W. Bush; United States District Court/Central District
Of California - Case No: CV- 09-01296; Filed in 2011 at the US Court of
Appeals, June 21, 2011, Ninth Circuit Court; The David Larson Report is here:
https://everydayconcerned.files.wordpress.com/2019/03/larson-report-edit.pdf
 James Wahlbert: http://www.thetruthdenied.com/news/2012/07/06/mindcontrol-gang-stalking-implants-testimony-of-james-walbert-dr-barrie-trower/
In the face of such clear-cut evidence of ongoing non-consensual implantation and
experimentation as detailed above as well as existent Neurotechnologies and DirectedEnergy Weapons, there is no evidence to this reporter that Mr. Giffen is delusional when
he mentions these nor that his “ideas” regarding EMF/Neurotechnologies or NSA ESP
and Military Psychological Operations (such as harassive whistling) being used on him
and others, as contained in his public-education and humanitarian activism efforts (via
websites and posted documents) to raise public awareness are in any way delusional.
The purpose of my Declaration is to establish that it is absolutely not a sign of
“delusion,” “paranoia,” or “schizophrenia” when anyone reports or mentions the
suspected use on their person of emerging electromagnetic technologies or emerging
remote neural monitoring neurotechnologies such as Remote Viewing, NSA ESP, BCI
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(Brain Computer Interface) or Neuro Imaging technologies, or wireless telemetry (RFID
microchips, WBANS, nanotechnology, bio-sensors and implants).
Whether some of these technologies are indeed being used on someone can be
determined by scientific diagnostic means such as medical radiology, toxicology
analysis, Faraday cage Radio Frequency emission measurements and the use of
spectrum analyzers and microwave detection devices, as several human rights
organizations and groups in Europe and the US such as ICAACT (icaact.org) and
ICATOR (icator.be) have been reporting.
Doctors and psychiatrists as well as city, court, or Law Enforcement officials may need
to know that not only do these technologies exist, they are being used covertly against
citizens today in highly invasive ways which constitute distinct crimes against humanity.
I have discussed Todd Giffen's ability to understand the charges against him as well as
the nature of the legal proceedings against him, as well as his ability to work together
with counsel on his defense—the basic criteria for establishing mental competency in
court--in my article on his situation at https://everydayconcerned.net/2019/04/06/toddgiffen-whistleblower-on-non-consensual-govt-neuro-experimentation-held-on-chargesof-interstate-threat-stalking-after-messages-sent-to-senators-reports-serious-statutoryviolations-in-e/. I believe Todd is mentally competent based on all above, and perfectly
capable of standing trial—he is in no need of “restoration” of competency when his
mental competency is not in doubt at all.
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America that the
foregoing is true and correct and that this declaration is made and executed by me in Quincy,
Massachusetts, on this 21st day of May, 2019.
Sincerely,
Ramola D//Dharmaraj
BS (Physics), MBA, Dip. Journalism, MFA (Poetry)
Journalist | Writer | Poet | Educator | Activist
Editor/Publisher, The Everyday Concerned Citizen
Reporter, Ramola D Reports
Author, Temporary Lives, Invisible Season, For the Sake of the Boy (forthcoming)
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